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Abstract. Examples are given of valid sequents of classical propositional logic involving only the 
biconditional which require exponentially long proofs in a cut-free Gentzen system. The sequents 
have polynomial size proofs if the cut rule is allowed. 
In this paper, we investigate the complexity of Gentzen-style systems for proposi- 
tional logic. Specifically we show that tiere is an infinite sequence of valid sequents 
S,, of length 0(n2) involving only LAconditionals uch that every cut-free Gentzen 
proof of S, must contain at least 2n”6 distinct sequents. These sequents have 
polynomial-length proofs if cut is allowed. 
The .nethod of proof is adapted from the technique used by Hakzn [7] to show 
resolution not polynomially bounded (considered as a proof system). The examples 
S” are closely related to the graph-based examples used by Tseitin to prove an 
exponential lower bound for regular resolution ([ 161, see also [ 1,6,10)). 
Cut-free Gentzen systems were among the earliest to be used as the basis of 
automatic theorem provers (see [17], also [ 131). Such implementations appear 
attractive because the analytic nature of Gentzen’s rules lends itself to simple search 
procedures. Similar search strategies can also be employed for natural deduction 
systems. The natural deduction proofs found in this way are usually closely related 
to cut-free Gcntzen proofs- More precisely, if a search strategy always produces 
normal proofs (in the sense of Prawitz [ 11]), then the results of this paper apply, 
and such algorithms have exponential worst-case time complexity. 
P. The Gentzen system G 
The language is that of standard propositional ogic, with variables A,, Bij for 
i, j E IV. The only connectives are the biconditional (A = B) and propositional con- 
stants ?;- far iEN. If C ,,..., L”, are atomic formulas, we a.bbreviate as C, C2. . . C,, 
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the formula 
For V a set of variables, we let F( V) be the set of all formulas constructed from 
the variables in K We use the words “superformula” and “subformula” so that a 
formula is both a subformula and superformula of itself. The length of a formula 
is defined to be the number of occurrences of propositional variables and constants 
in it. If p is an assignment of truth-values to the variables in a formula A, then we 
write 
Q(A) = 1 if Q satisfies A, 
cp(K)=l for all iEM 
Q (A) = 0 otherwise; 
The proof system G contains as steps in its proofs sequents IF A, i.e. pairs of 
sets K, A such that r, A E: F( V) for some K We s- ay that S is the antecedent, A the 
consequent of r I- A.. The axioms of G are all sequents of the form A I- A, or of the 
form F ‘I;. Writing r, A t- 0, I7 for r u A I- 0 u II, the rules of G are 
l-l-A 
Thinning: 1. ova 
n-A 
9 TkA, 0 
(=I-): 
r,A,BkA rt-A,A, B 
&(A= B)t-A 
(I-=): 
F,Ak-A, B r, BkA,A 
rkA,(A= B) ’ 
In applications of =I-, I-=, the formula (A = B) is the principal constituent of the 
conclusion. 
Note that G has the following important subformula property: in any G proof, 
all sequents in the proof are composed solely of subformulas of formulas in the 
conclusion. 
A proof in G is defined to be a sequence of sequents in which each sequent is 
either an axiom or derived from earlier sequents by a rule of inference. The length 
of a proof P in G is defined to be the number of sequents in I? 
2. Examples S,, 
We adopt the notation [n] = (1, . . . , n}. Let L, be the complete graph on [n] with 
edges doubled, i.e. between any two distinct i,j E [n] there are edges a0 and b@ 
joining i and j. We associate propositional variables A, and Bij with these edges; 
it will be convenient in what follows to identify the variables A, and Bii with the 
edges they label. Thus if V,, is the set of variables associated 
assignment of truth-values to the edges of E, is considered as 
assignment) o V,. 
with L,, then an 
a tva (truth-value 
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Let W be a subset of V,, Then Ei( W) is defined to be the biconditional in which 
each variable in W occurs exactly once, in which ‘T;: occurs exactly once at the end, 
ordering the variables so that all A variables precede all B variables, ordering the 
A variables and B variables internally first by min( i,j), second by max(i,j), and 
associating to the right. 
Example 1. If W={A 12, B13, A349 &A E4( w is A12A34B13GG. 
For i E [n], define Var( i) to be the variables attached to i, i.e. {A,: j E [n] -{i}} LB 
{ Bij: j E [n] -{i}}. Then Ei is defined to be Ei(Var( i)). 
Example 2. For n = 4, El is A A A B B B T 12 13 14 I2 13 14 10 
For i, j E [n], i #j, Eii is defined to be the subformula of Ei which begins with A,. 
We now define S, to be the sequent 
{Ei: ie [n]-(l}}t-- El. 
S,, contains n biconditionals, each of length 2n - 1, so the lengnh of S, is 0( n(2n - 1)). 
We can visualize the formulas in S, as attached to the vertices of the graph L, (see 
Fig. 1). 
Let TVA( W) be the set of all 2-valued assignments o the set of variables in W. 
For Q in TVA( W), W G V,, define the parity of k E [n], Par(Q, k) to be the mod 2 
sum of the values assigned to Var( k) n W. 
Fig. 1. 
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Lemma2.1. h;br@TvA(V,),(~(&)=l i$Par(p,k)=O. 
Proof. By definitions. 0 
If (9 is any tva for V, then the sum (mod 2) of all the Pa@, k) for k E [n] must 
be 0, because in the sum modulo 2, Cz Par(p, k), each variable in V, occurs twice. 
It follows that the sequent S, is valid, because if the antecedent is satisfied by cp 
then by Lemma 2.1, Par( 9, k) = 0 for k > 1, so by the previous remark, p( E,) = 1. 
The sequent Sn is closely related to the examples of sets of clauses constructed 
from graphs first introduced by Tseitin [16] in his proof that regular resolution is 
not polynomially bounded. If the CNF of the formulas { Ek: k > 1) u {-E,} is formed, 
then the result is the Tseitin-style set of clauses constructed by Justen [lo], except 
that for the sake of convenience we have doubled the edges in the graph, a trick 
first employed by Ben-At+ [l]. 
3. Critical tva’s, fulfilment ad failure 
Definition 3.1. A tva (9 E TVA( V,) is critical if it makes at most one formula in the 
antecedent of S,, false. 
Assign a fixed parity, Parity(k), to each vertex k E [a]; Parity(k) = 0 if k > 1, 
Parity(l) = 1. 
Lemma 3.2. 50 E TVA( V,) is critical ifthere is an i E [n] such that Par( p, i) # Parity(i) 
and Par( p, j) = Parity{ j) for j # i. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1. 0 
A critical tva is said to be i-critical if i is the vertex satisfying the condition of 
the previous lemma. 
We now define a notion of “satisfaction” which is just like the ordinary notion 
of satisfaction, except th‘at in the case of a fixed subformula A, we evaluate A the 
“wrong” way. 
Definition 3.3. Let i, j E [n], i # j. Then if E is atomic or a subformula of Ek, k Z i, 
and 50 ETVA(V,), we say that p (i,j)-fulfils E if 9 satisfies E. If E is a complex 
subformula of Ei: when A, does not occur in 5 then (9 (i, j)-fulfils E iff q(E) = 1; 
when A, occurs in E then p (i, j)-fulfils E iff p< E) = 0. We say that 9 (i, j)-fails 
a formula E if p does not (i, j)-fulfil E. A sequent is (i, j)-failed by a tva p if all 
the formulas in the antecedent are (i, j)-fulfilled by my, while all the formulas in the 
consequent are (i, j)-failed by p. 
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The foregoing definition is consistent because no non-atomic formula can be a 
subformula of two distinct formulas in S,. Note that fulfilment and failing can be 
defined recursively exactly as for the classical notion of satisfaction, except hat the 
formula Eij is evaluated the wrong way (from the classical point of view). 
The usefulness of the notions of fulfilment and failure is that they formalize the 
idea that if we make a single mistake in a truth-table we can reach the conclusion 
that a valid sequent is falsifiable, a fact familiar to teachers of elementary logic. 
This might be considered as a type of logic hazard to which beginning students are 
especially prone. 
Lemma 3.4. If Q is an i-critical tva for Vn, then $ (i, j) -fails S,,, for i # j. 
Proof. If i = 1, then 9 satisfies all the formulas in the antecedent of S,,, hence 9 
satisfies E, , so that Q (i, j)-fails S,. If i > 1, then since p( Ei) = 0, q (i, j)-fulfils all 
the formulas in the antecedent of S”. Now since Par( q, 1) = Parity( 1) = 1, q( E,) = 0, 
hence Q (i, j)-fails El, so S, is again (i, j)-failed by CJL Cl 
Definition 3.5. In a G proof, and for i # j, an inference by the rules =t- or F= is 
said to be (i, j)-crucial if the principal constituent of the inference is Eii. 
Lemma 3.6. If r k A is any sequent in a G proof of S,, which is ( i, j) -failed by a critical 
tva Q, then at least one premiss of I7- A is (i, j)-failed by (9, provided that r I- A is 
not the conclusion of a (i, j)-crucial inference. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that if (A = B) is not the formula EU then 
“fulfilment” and “satisfaction” work exactly alike, and the rules of G are in 
agreement with the standard notion of satisfaction. Cl 
Definition 3.7. If (9 is in TV_A( W), and C is a variab!e in II< then Toggle(cg, C) is 
the tva in TVA( W) which agrees with (9 except on C. 
Lemma 3.8. If tp is an i-critical tva in TVA( V,,), then Toggk( cp, AU) is j-critical. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.2. 0 
Lemma 3.9 (Toggling lemma). Let i, j E [n], i # j; if+ = Toggle( cp, A,) then (9 (i, j)- 
furfils E i# # (j, i)-fuljils E, f or any non-atomic subformula E in S,,. 
Proof. For k e {i, j}, the evaluation of subformulas of Ek is identical in both cases, 
so the lemma follows. Now consider a subformula E of Ei* If A, is not a subformula 
of E then the lemma holds automatically. If A, is a subformula of E then the 
lemma holds, because y.~ (i, j)-fulfils E iff cp( E) = 0 iff e(E) = 1 iff rl, (j, i)-fulfils 
E. For E a s&formula of Ej, the argument is symmetrical. 0 
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4. Fixed sets and complex sequents 
In what follows, assume n = 16m + 1, and that P is a minimum-length derivation 
of S, in G. We also -#rite h = 8m. 
Definition 4.1. For i, j E [n], i #j, a sequent F k A is said to be (i, j)-complete if 
every subformula of Ei in Ft- A which contains BO also contains A,. 
Definition 4.2. Let X be a subset of V’ with h elements. An assignment F of values 
to the edges of L(X), the complete subgraph on X, is a fixed set on X provided 
Par(F, i) =0 for all SX. 
If F is a fixed set on X, we write Edges(F) for the set of edges of L(X), and 
Vert(F) for X. We say that a fixed set F fails a sequent if there is a critical tva 
extending F in TVA( V,) which (i, j)-fails it for some i, j. 
Definition 4.3. A sequent Ft- A in P is said to be F-complex for a given fixed set F 
if it satisfies the conditions: 
(1) for some i, j E [n], I% A is (i, j)-failed by an extension Q of F, and F+ A is 
(i, j)-complete; 
(2) no sequent earlier in the proof satisfies (1). 
A sequent is complex if it is F-complex for some F. 
Lemma 4.4. For F a fixed set on X, i @ X, F can be extended to an i-critical tva on L,, . 
Proof. Choose a spanning tree T in L, - L(X). Assign values arbitrarily to the 
edges in L, - Edges(F) - Edges( T). Proceeding from the leaves of the tree towards 
i, define a tva Q by assigning values to the edges in the tree so that Par( (9, j) = Parity(j) 
for j Z 1. If Par( p, i) = Parity(i) then Sn would be falsified, by Lemma 2.1. Thus by 
Lemma 3.2, Q is i-critical. q 
Lemm3 4.5. For any$xed set F on X, there is an F-complex sequent in P. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, F can be extended to an i-critical tva Q extending F for 
i B X. By Lemma 3.4, Q (i, j)-fails S,, the conclusion of P, for any j # i. Furthermore, 
S, is (i, j)-complete. Let F t- A be the first sequent in P which satisfies (1) with 
respect o F. Then FI- A is F-complex. Cl 
Lemma 4.6. If It- A is F-complex then there is a set Y containing h vertices of I;,, 
and i ti X v Y such that IT- A contains, for each j E Y, either a variable in Var(i) n 
Var( j) or a subformula of Ej which contains B, but not A,. 
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Proof. We must first establish that I% A is the conclusion of an (i,j)-crucial 
inference. For if not, then by Lemma 3.6, at least one premiss of the inference must 
be (i, j)-failed by an extension of F. Now this premiss must be (i, j)-complete, 
because a proper non-atomic subformula of Eii can only be eliminated from the 
premiss by an (i, s)-crucial inference for some s Zj; but this i3 ingosslbla because 
the conclusion is (i, j)-complete. The (i, j)-completeness of the premiss contradicts 
condition (2) of Definition 4.3. Thus IT-A must contain Eii. 
Now let Y = [n] - X - {i}, j E Y We assume that the sequent contains no formula 
consisting of a single vn&b?e in Var( i) n Var(j). Let Q be a tva extending F which 
(i, j)-fails the sequent. By Lemma 3.9, # = Toggle(rp, A,) is a j-critical tva extending 
F (by Lemma 3.8) which (j, i)-fails the sequent. Since the inference leading to I% A 
is not (j, i)-crucial, it follows by Lemma 3.6 that at least one premiss of the inference 
is (j, i)-failed by #. Now if this premiss is (j, i)-complete, then condition (2) of 
Definition 4.3 is again contradicted. Thus rt- A must contain a subformula of Ej 
which contains BO but not A,. Cl 
5. Lower bound for proof length 
We have proved that for every fixed set F, there is an F-complex sequent in I?, 
but the same sequent in a proof of S, may correspond to a number of fixed sets. 
To obtain a lower bound on proof length, we must estimate how many fixed sets 
can correspond to a given complex sequent. Now if l7- A is a complex sequent, 
then by Lemma 4.6 there is a set Y s [n], 1 Y] = 8m = h, such that I?- A contains 
either a variable in Var(i) nVar(j) or a subformula of Ej which contains Bij but 
not A, for je Y. Let us call these formulas for j E Y the salient formulas in the 
sequent. Fix r t- A, Y and i to be in accord with Lemma 4.6 for the rest of the section. 
Lemma 5.1. Zf X c [n], (X( = h and IX n YI = k then l%A is failed by at most 2-k 
of the#xed sets on X. 
Proof. We say that two fixed sets F and G are equivalent if G can be derived from 
F by simultaneously toggling A, and B,, for some set of j E X n Y Any such 
simultaneous nontrivial toggle reverses the fulfilment-value of a salient formula in 
r E A, for if a salient formula contains Bii but not A,, then the double toggle reverses 
its truth-value, and hence its fulfilment-value, since fulfilment and satisfaction must 
coincide for all subformulas of Ej when j E XI. The equivalence relation divides the 
fixed sets on X into disjoint orbits, all containing 2k fixed sets. From each orbit, at 
most one fixed set can fail SI- A. Cl 
This proof may be paraphrased by saying: relative to the fixed sets, the salient 
formulas in the sequent act as independent variables. 
The estimate of the proportion of fixed sets failed by a given complex sequent is 
most easily phrased in the language of probability theory. 
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Definition 5.2. Let FS be a random variable whose values are fixed sets on L,, where 
%r fix& set?? F, Gg Prob(FS = F) = Prob(FS = G). That is, all fixed sets are assigned 
equal probability. 
Definition 5.3. Pr( r t- A ) = Prob( FS faiib ,r k 4 ). 
Definition 5.4. For 0 s k s 8m, 
Lemma 5.5, Pr(T+A)&, Hk l 2-f 
Proof. The variable FS can be considered as defined by a random choice of a set 
X of h vertices from [n], followed by a random choice of fixed set on X. Let Vertices 
be a random variable having as values sets X c [ ~a] with 1X1= h, such that Prob(Ver- 
tices = X) is the same for all X c [n] with 1X1= h. Then, by the above remarks, 
Prob((Vert(FS) n YI = k) is the same as Prob([Vertices n Y/ = k). The variable (Ver- 
tices n Y( has a hypergeometric distribution representing sampling without replace- 
ment from a population of size n containing h “successes”, while taking samples 
of size h [S, p. 611. It follows that Prob(lVerticesn Y1 = k) = Hk. Now Pr(J’?-A) 
can be written as 
i Prob((lVertices(FS)n VI= k) & (FS fails T/-A)). 
k=O 
The kth term of the above sum is 
Prob( [Vertices n YI = k) 4 Prob( FS fails r I- A given IVertices( FS) n YI = k), 
which is GHk l 2-” by Lemma 5.1. q 
Definition 5.6. Let Bi be a random variable with a binomial distribution with 
parameters 8m, 8m/( 16m + 1). That is, Bi represents choosing samples of size h 
with replacement from a population of size 16m + 1 containing h “su~“cesses”. 
Lemma 5.7. For k c 4m, Ci”=, Hj c Prob( Bi 6 k). 
Proof, Substituting in Uhlmann’s inequality [9, p. 1511, we have c = k, N = 16m + 1, 
n = 8m, p = 8m/( 16m + 1). Thus, 
[cl(n-1)1.[NI(N+1)1+1/(N+l)<p, 
so c;z, Hj c Prob(Bi s k), by Uhlmann’s theorem. 0 
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Lemma 5.8. Prob( Bi s m) < 2-‘m? 
Proof. By a result of Okamoto [9, p. 691, 
Prob(Bi<m)<exp(-2h(p-m/h)2)c2-(m+1’. q 
Lemma 5.9. FQ~ r I- A a complex sequent, Pr( I’k A) < 2-m. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.5, 
By Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8, the first term in the sum is ~2-(~+‘). By definition, the 
second term is ~2-(~+‘), so the bound follows. Cl 
Theorem 5.10. Every proof of the sequent S,, in G contains at least 2” distinct sequents. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.5, Prob(FS fails some complex sequent in P) is 1. By Lemma 
5.9, there must be at least 2” distinct sequents in R 0 
The system G+Cut is defined to be the proof system which results from G by 
adding the rule 
cut: 
I-,At-A I-I-A, A 
IT-A l 
Theorem 5.11. In the system G+Cut the sequent S,, has a proof of length 0( n6). 
Proof. If E is a function of length p, we can use the associative and commutative 
laws for = to “bubble up” any atomic formula in E to the front of expression. This 
takes at most 0( p”) steps in G+Cut. Using this sequence of moves, and the 
transitivity of =, we can derive a single long expression of length O(n2) from the 
antecedent of S,,. We can then bubble up repeated variables to the front of the 
expression, and eliminate them by (A = A) = B t- B. Finally, we can rearrange the 
resulting expression to derive E, . This whole proof has length 0(n6). Cl 
6. Concluding speculations 
The reader who has endured through the preceding complicated reasoning may 
well ask: “Why was all this necessary. 3” A little experimentation with the system G 
should be enough to induce a strong conviction in the reader that G is an inefficient 
proof system for hiconditionals, even for fairly simple examples. Yet to prove this 
seemingly obvious fact does not appear to be easy. In this last section a rather 
ill-defined conjecture is made which if confirmed would provide a theoretical 
explanation for the difficulties involved in the proof. 
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A striking feature of the proof in this paper, as well as of Haken’s proof from 
which it is derived, is its “nonconstructive” character. The crucial final step in the 
proof is a probabilistic estimate. This is not true for earlier lower bound proofs fey 
Gentzen systems. 
Earlier work on the complexity of cut-free Gentzen systems was done by Tseitin, 
Statman, Cook and Rackoff. Tseitin [ 161 proved an exponential ower bound for 
regular cut-free Gentzen systems (a proof in such a system must obey the rule that 
if a formula is eliminated in an inference then it cannot be reintroduced in any 
subsequent step depending on this inference). Statman [lS] proved an exponential 
lower bound for cut-free proofs where the measure of complexity is the size of the 
derivation considered as a tree (thus repeated occurrences of the save sequent may 
be counted separately). Cook and Rackoff [3] proved a similar result for cut-free 
proofs without thinning. All of these proofs have a constructive character; that is 
to say, the proofs give explicit directions for tracing up paths in a proof tree so that 
the terminal nodes in these paths have many distinct sequents (or occurrences of 
sequents) associated with them. 
The proof in the present paper does not have the feature mentioned in the previous 
paragraph. It is “nonconstructive” in the sense of Erdiis and Spencer [5]. It seems 
not unreasonable to conjecture that there is T,O constructive proof possible, in some 
sense. Such a conjecture gains some plausibility from the fundamental result of 
Cook [2] that any proof of a nonpolynomial lower bound for lengths of derivations 
in the propositional calculus of Principiu Mathematicu (more generally, any axio- 
matic formulation of propositional calculus with substitution and modus ponens) 
must be nonconstructive in a r:ecisely defined sense. If something like the above 
conjecture is correct, then the piienomenon oted by Cook would arise already for 
much more rudimentary proof systems and provide an explanation for the difficulties 
experienced in proving lower bounds for these systems. 
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